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The University ifDayton

News Release

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON RESEARCHERS
PREPARE FOR FUTURE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
When the Space Shuttle Columbia was launched

DAYTON, Ohio, October 30, 1981

last Ap;"il, it did not create a big splash.

And that was its charm.

The long side-

stepped plans for a space orbiter ca;::;able of gliding to land instead of being
ungraciously dunked in the ocean and hauled forth, had finally materialized.

With

succeeding flights (the next is November 4), the craft's novelty will wear thin.

But

for several UD researchers, the successive flights will be the ones filled with
anxious moments and pride, because their product know-how and abilities will go with
each flight.
Chuck Griffen, a polymer engineer with the Materials Engineering section of the
UD Research Institute; Paul Huffman, Jim Luers, and Mark Dietenberger, of the Applied
Systems Analysis section; Mike Drake and Matt Kluesener of the Vibration
Control section; and IvaI Salyer

~nd

l~lysis

and

John M. Butler, senior staff scientists, are

a~l

under contracts dealing with different aspects of the shuttle's flight.
Ins -lation of the large hydrogen-filled tank is Griffen and Salyer's specialty.,
Since hydrogen exists in a liquid state at -423 degrees Farenaeit, the metal walls
contract as the tank is filled.

Like human skin covering the rib cage which must

move with each breath, the tank's outer "skin" must be able to exparul a nd c ontract'
as the tank's surface does.

At present, it has a tendency to crack instead, especiallJ(

if the tank must be emptied, as in the event of a postponed launch.

Often, the

insulation, which is approximately one and one-half inches thick, will crack all the
way down to the metallic surface.
lation.

These cracks provide openings for moisture accumu-

If conditions are right, this moisture could turn to ice, chunks of

which falloff the tank
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by themselves, or take pieces of the insulation with them.

Both possibilities are

dangerous, because ice as little as one-sixteenth inch thick can cause damage to the
orbiter's ceramic tiles.
According to Salyer and Griffen, NASA would like an external surface coating to
protect the tank's outer foam skin , both from the formation of cracks while on the
launch pad, and from heat degradation during lift-off.

The fire-resistant material

which Salyer and Griffen will deliver to NASA for final testing will be applied as a
paint.

When this coating is subjected to heat, it foams, and should fill any cracks

in the tank's skin, up to one-quarter inch wide.
high heat fluxes than the insulation alone.

It is also more resistant to the

Also, those areas of the shuttle most

subject to heat are covered with an additional thick, heavy, ablative material, similar
to the heat shif. ·' ds which protected the undersides of previous space capsules.

\<]eight

is its drawback -- about five times as much per square foot as the insulation.

Each

pound of ablative material left on earth me,;:ns a larger payload that the shuttle
can lift int o space.
In addition to tanperature variations and cracks, the protective materials applied
to the shuttle must survive the intense vibrations present
and Griffen say they

~ust

come up

~~ith

wring lift-off.

Salyer

the proper mixture of intumescent foam and

insulation to withsta nd t h<2:L'1na.l ,;rlbrat ions, and one year in Florida's atmosphere of high
"'1umidity, high

tempera tur~~ G,

and ult.ra-violet ray fluctuations.

Though the scientists

cringe at the analogy, pr otecti ve T.l easures to screen out the ultra-violet rays include
a sort of suntan lotion incorporated into the foam.
Some heat

p~otection

is a lso afforded by the tank ' S white color, though Salyer

says this is for cosmet i c purposes on the early flights only.

The insulation's

natural tan color will be evident upon subsequent flights, which raises several
questions.

T~~~

present white color reflects a substantial amount of heat from the
-more-
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hydrogen-filled tank.

Conversely, would painting the top one-third of the tank black

help retain enough heat to prevent frosting and ice formation?
Temperature

changes, ice, and frost are also of importance to Paul Huffman, who

is developing a computer modeling system for use in predicting how weather conditions
will affect the lift-off.

In the future, s~tt1e flights will begin at Vandenburg

Air Force Base in California, where problems from clouds, drizzle, and frost are more
prevalent than in Florida.

Huffman's goal is to deliver a predictive computer model

which will allow officials to determine, up to 12 bours before launch, whether an
icing problem will exist at that time.
Fog and temperatures hovering around the freezing point are particular problems,
along with wind, drizzle, and humidity.

Huffman said,"We're currently funded just

to develop this model which they can use to predict ice and frost.

As part of the

long-term - aspect, we plan to investigate ways to prevent icing."

These might include

heating the tank's surface or increasing the thickness of the insulation, or use of
de-icing fluids.
An

alternative might be to keep accumulated water from freezing, or, to find ways

to cause the ice to adhere to the surface instead of pulling free upon lift-off.
Finally, within the next year, a research experiment conducted by Mike Drake
and Matt Kluesener will be carried in the shuttle's cargo bay.

Vibration damping mater-

ials, sandwiched in between aluminum strips, will ride into the vacuum of space and
be subjected to the prevailing atmospheric conditions and radiatioR.

According to

Kluesener, gases inside the rubber-like material may boil out and escape since there
is no air pressure to hold them in.

The materials will be re-examined when the

shuttle returns, to determine any changes in their specific properties.

These

materials, when properly applied to a spacecraft's structure, can prevent fatigue
failures or reduce noise caused by the structural vibration.
-more-
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The University of Dayton research will be applied to future Space Shuttle
flights, beginning with the third in December. Salyer's contract with the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center will continue through July 1982. Huffman's
contract with Vandenburg Air Force Base continues through December, and Drake's
work is with the Air Force Materials Laboratory.
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